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Loulis Mills a gold sponsor
at the first Bakery Awards
On Tuesday, February 15, the Bakery
Awards Ceremony, took place at the
Radisson Blu Park Hotel, organized by
BOUSSIAS, For the first time in Greece,
products, services, shops and the baking
industry were showcased and awarded
prizes. At the Award Ceremony, a total
of 25 companies in the industry were
awarded.

Welcome
Dear colleagues, dear friends,
Having included in our company
“Kenfood SA”, since 2015, Loulis Mills
SA today produces, packages and
distributes a number of products
besides flour. Among other things, it
produces pastry and baking products
such as mixes, flour treatment agents,
bases for ice cream, savory and sweet
fillings, icing for use in confectionery
and much more.

The sponsor of the 2022 Bakery Awards
ceremony was our company, Loulis
Mills, which counts 2 centuries of
continuous presence in the domestic
market and is a leader in the field of flour
and raw materials for pastry and baking
in Greece.

These new capabilities of our company,
both in production and in research
and development, have in recent years
enabled us to increase our sales, our profitability and our exports. Now,
having excellent products, both in terms of mixes and raw materials, we
can cater the professional customers of the food market with a full range of
products that cover both traditional and recent trends in of nutrition.
As you will also see in the tribute on page 8 of this newsletter, in the new era
of our company, we want to have a corporate identity, which will be able to
embrace all our activities and products. Therefore, this year our company
changes its name and becomes “Loulis Food Ingredients”, thus reflecting our
entire identity. The name “Loulis Mills” will continue to exist in the company
and will be the brand name of all professional flour products. Flour is, after all,
our main product and we will continue to invest in and rely on it. “Loulis Food
Ingredients”, however, embraces all the brands we have and more specifically,
“Loulis Mills” for flours for professionals of the food industry, “St. Gerge Mills"
for flours for individual consumers, “Kenfood” for raw materials & mixes in
the HO.RE.CA. sector, “Easy Bake” for the mixes for individual consumers,
“Kaizen” for premium blends for bakers and the “Loulis Museum”.
I am very proud of our company and above all of our people who, with their
passion to be the best in the market and by their tremendous daily efforts, have
given our company the ability to evolve in such a beautiful way.
Loulis Food Ingredients will remain faithful to the vision of creating value for
human nutrition in the field of bakery and confectionery raw materials, always
advocating quality, passion, respect, reliability, continuous improvement and
sustainable development.

Nikos Loulis

We are particularly proud that the
majority of those awarded are our
customers. We continuously support
their efforts, we stand by them in
their every need and every move we
make aims to improve the services
we provide them, so that everyone
can be competitive in a market that is
constantly changing, according to the
needs of today’s consumers. In many
cases, our ongoing cooperation with
our customers has already lasted for 2,3
or 4 generations!

PUBLISHER
Loulis Mills S.A.

ΤΕΧΤS

The entire team of Loulis Mills

shift of consumers towards healthier
habits “treating food as a means of
p reve nt i o n , l i ke m e d i c i n e b e fo re
medicine”, as he added. “We were
among the first companies to launch
products in this direction, such as bread
with a low glycemic index, gluten free
products, while six months ago we
launched the new multi-grain flour for
consumers. Now we are launching our
new self raising flour with five cereals
in the market, always following modern
nutritional trends”.

M r. N i k o s L o u l i s , t h e c o m p a n y ' s
Chairman of the Board of Directors, in a
brief speech on the night of the awards,
said that one of the nutritional trends
on which the company focuses, is the
Our clients who received awards
at the 2022 Bakery Awards!
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R&D Equipment Modernization
The R&D departments at our company's facilities in Sourpi and Thebes were supplied
with two state-of-the-art laser titration devices which, by imprinting each pastry in
three dimensions, measure the volume, density and dimensions of the breads and
various pastries produced with our flours and mixes.
In this way, by modernizing our equipment, our capabilities in the field of research and
development of new products are upgraded and at the same time we further ensure
the quality and consistency in all batches of our flours and mixes, which are checked
daily in our experimental bakeries.
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Kenfood baking webinars
The webinars for professional audiences
continue with great success. Wishing
to offer integrated services to our
customers (product, technical support,
training), we provide webinars on topics
based on their needs! The webinars
are conducted by our experienced
technicians at the fully equipped Greek
Bakery School.
Aiming at showing our customers
the right baking techniques and the
excellent products we have, as well as
the quality solutions and the unique
advantages offered by each of them, we
continued this effort in the difficult times
we have gone through due to Covid-19.
All our bakery seminars are recorded
and uploaded on the YouTube channels
of each company, so that anyone can
watch them at any time.

New project
at the Keratsini
industrial plant
With the aim of continuously improving
our production lines, the upgrading of
the soft wheat dry cleaners in the milling
line was completed with the addition
of state-of-the art equipment by Swiss
Group Bühler.
The benefit of the investment, as far as
hygiene is concerned, is that, through
the intensification provided by the new
equipment, the degree of purification of
the Raw Material is further improved, by
drastically reducing any microbial load,
as well as by the removal of allergenic
dust from the wheat that may have
come from the Raw Material from the
field or following its storage.
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Participation in the
Scientific Conference
of Foodtech
On Friday, November 12, 2021, we
had the opportunity to participate
in the 2nd international exhibition
Foodtech 2021, presenting our
company's developments in the
field of technology.
Fo o d t e c h , w h i c h w a s h e l d a t
the same time as the ARTOZA
exhibition at the Metropolitan
Expo, constitutes a major exhibition
of Technology and Equipment for
the Food and Beverages sector,
during which the professionals in
the food and beverages industry
were able to discover products and
services spanning the whole range
of the production process, from
the production of safe food, to its
processing, packaging, storage
and distribution. At this particular
workshop entitled “Industry
4.0 & Applications in the Food
Sector ”, among speakers from
important companies evolving
within the framework of the 4th
industrial revolution, Ms. Areti
Katsageorgiou, Mechanical
Engineer, Head of Production
Planning and Optimization in our
company, presented a paper on
the Digital Transformation at the
Sourpi factory and the steps that
have been taken to turn it into a
paperless factory.
The feedback we received was
very positive. Our company has
once more shown that it is leading
developments in the industry, and
it is an honor for us to be asked to
present our actions as examples of
good practice.

Loulis Food Ingredients at Gulfood 2022
We participated again this year, for the seventh consecutive year, with huge success
in the International Exhibition Gulfood 2022 held in Dubai, which lasted from 13 to
17 February, where we presented our products and the innovations behind them.
At the exhibition, visitors to our kiosk had the opportunity to be informed by our
expert team of Loulis Mills & Kenfood on the innovative solutions and exclusive
advantages offered by the company in confectionery and bakery. At the same time,
our technicians also showcased the products and their applications to the audience
through live demonstrations. Gulfood is the largest Food and Beverages exhibition,
which this year was held for the 26th time and hosted more than 5,000 exhibitors,
hosted 120 pavilions and welcomed 100,000 visitors from almost 200 countries,
keeping all safety measures against Covid-19.

Presentation at the
University of Athens
O n N ove m b e r 3, 2 0 2 1 , we h a d
the pleasure to be hosted by the
p o stg ra d u a te p ro g ra m s o f t h e
Athens University of Economics and
Business, namely the MSc Marketing
& the full time MBA and we had the
opportunity to present our company,
its history and its dynamics, while we
focused on issues such as Marketing,
customer-centered approaches, commitment to social contribution and our vision
in general. The interest was great of course, judging by the many questions asked.
Once again we confirmed our commitment to education and interaction with
institutions and society.
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Competition
for professionals
In order to actually thank customers
and non-customers of Loulis Mills, we
have organized a competition through
the company's Facebook account.
Our prizes were 4 professional bench
scales. An essential tool for all bakery
and confectionery entrepreneurs, which
helps them prepare their recipes with
absolute precision and success. All
professionals in the industry were able
to participate free of charge and the
draw was carried out electronically.
The lucky professionals came from the
areas of Aspropyrgos, Attica, Kalamata,
Ioannina & Kimolos; we warmly
congratulate them!

Food Ingredients
Global
Sirha Europain 2022
The president of Loulis Food Ingredients Mr. Nikos Loulis, flanked by members
of the company’s Management team and the Technical Support & Marketing
departments, visited Sirha Europain 2022, a leading exhibition for bakery and
confectionery professionals in France. The exhibition took place in Paris on
March 26-29, 2022. Sirha Europain was attended by leading experts in the field,
institutional and leading companies, with answers to the most current issues
of our times such as: alternative ingredients (grains, raw materials, yeasts),
environmental concerns and education.

Executives of our company, along
with the president of the company,
Mr. Nikos Loulis, visited the exhibition
Food Ingredients Global (FI Global) in
Frankfurt, on 30/11 & 1/12. FIG is the major
exhibition in the field of F&B (Food and
beverages) for buyers and sellers of raw
materials for the food industry, where
they had the opportunity to observe the
new trends of the mixes market and get
acquainted with innovative high quality
products.

New range of pizza
flour
Italian art and refinement
in your hands!
After 9 months of research by our
technical team, we presented 3 new
flours: TIPO 00 Classico, TIPO 01 Rustico
stone mill flour, and Pizza Spolvero. In
order to perfect them, we had to test
them on more than 4 tons of product by
Pizza Chef - pizzaiolo specialists, while
more than 25 specialized partners from
top pizzerias of the country participated
and helped in the final formation of
successful products.
This new range of flours guarantees high
performance as well as the best quality
results in every type of production.
These are ideal for authentic Neapolitan
Italian pizza dough, for slow ripening for
up to 120 hours and for baking at high
temperatures. They offer stability and
give very good elasticity and durability
to the dough, always with the quality and
signature of Loulis Mills!
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Loulis Mills. Every registered trademark…
The history of "Loulis Mills" begins at Aetorachi, Ioannina, when, in 1782, Zois Loulis settles
in the area and builds a small stone mill. In 1898, the brothers Christos, Konstantinos & Nikos
Loulis settled in Volos, already liberated from the Turks, rent the Xydis Steam Mill in Ano Volos
and start to pursue their own business activities.

1914-1917 In 1914, they buy a share of the I.Xydis - N. Chatzinikou roller mill. The first

trademark bearing the name Loulis is born as co-owner and in 1917, the Mill passes entirely
into Loulis family ownership.

1918-1944 Designed according to the standards of that time, the new trademark is simple

and unassuming, bearing only the name and location of the company and the pivotal date,
1917, when Loulis brothers officially acquired their own flour mill.

1945-1960 Based on the style of that period of time, the new brand remains unassuming, in
calligraphic letters, gaining more and more momentum and recognition. In 1951, the company
entered the Athens Stock Exchange and printed its first shares bearing this trademark.

1960-1975 The company passes to the hands of the fifth generation and Nikolaos K. Loulis
ST. GEORGE MILLS

decides that the time has come to change the trademark. So, in 1960, the Loulis Cylinder Mill
appears with a new logo that is characterized by clarity and simplicity and remains in use for the
next five years.

1975-1980 The management of the company is taken over by Konstantinos N. Loulis, who
decides to build a new Mill in the Industrial area of Volos. Then, the company begins to show
rapid growth and the trademark changes. The name of the family is placed in the center and
two stars surround the word “Volos”.
1980-2000 The next logo is created in 1980, when for the first time the shield appears οn

New Corporate Identity
Throughout its 240-year-history, our company is constantly evolving. Over the years, its development
has taken on various forms: new products, new production lines, new markets, diversification of its
structure and much more.
In the last 10 years, our company has consistently managed to evolve in a very special way. Nowadays,
Loulis Mills not only produces flour but also produces and distributes products such as flour, mixes for
bakery and confectionery, flour treatment agents for bakery, raw materials for the production of sweet
and savory fillings, ice cream bases, ice cream syrups and much more. As the market and consumer
habits are constantly changing, it is imperative for our company to evolve, so that it can continue to
fulfill its vision: to create value for human nutrition. Thus, Loulis Mills has developed into a company
that produces and distributes raw materials for bakery, confectionery and nutrition in general.
It is important therefore in the future that our company will have a corporate identity that embraces
and incorporates all its activities. Since we want to be able to consciously take the step that will allow
us to develop further, our company is evolving and is now being renamed LOULIS Food Ingredients.
In the new era, the name "Loulis Mills" will continue to exist as a brand, that of our flours, which is the
basic part of our company. However, LOULIS Food Ingredients will embrace all the brands we have:
Loulis Mills, Kenfood, Kaizen, St. George Mills, Easy Bake & Loulis Museum and will best represent all
our activities. Our company's growth journey can only lead to success.
Our products are evolving, our company is evolving, our identity is evolving.

the trademark of the company, symbolically bearing inside three ears of grain and half a water
wheel of the traditional watermill. The new logo also reflects the brand name and the initials of
the company, with a single star symbolizing the activity of Loulis Mills in Greece. From 1995 to
2000, the company operates in three other countries (Romania, Bulgaria, Albania), so the stars
of the trademark become four, while at the same time each of these companies acquires its own
trademark.

2000-2014 At the dawn of the new Millennium, the company operates in various countries.

This requires a change in the trademark and the spelling of the name LOULIS in Latin
characters.

2014 In 2014, under the administration of Nikos K. Loulis, the company acquires a new trademark.
The shield and the half of a water wheel remain. The colors chosen for the trademark are gold and
gray which automatically evoke to the color of wheat and that of the Greek land. As a tribute to
the family tradition, the year that Zois Loulis creates the first stone mill is printed on the trademark.
The three ears of grain remain, but each of them now has 7 grains, equal to the generations of
millers of the Loulis family.
2022 The new trademark embraces all the products that our company produces and distributes
now. It is inspired by the ear of grain, which constitutes the root of our company, while it also refers
to human nutrition. The shape is also evocative of hearts, thus depicting the love and passion we
put in the production and distribution of raw materials for nutrition. It consists of 7 shapes, with
each one growing inside the other, thus depicting the 7 generations of the Loulis family and the
employees who have contributed to the growth and success of the company. The name Loulis is
always the identity of our quality and the one that stands out, while the phrase “food ingredients”
includes the family of products we produce and sell.
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Νew Recruitments

Promotions

Our mission is to grow and improve guided by our vision to create value for
human nutrition. We have recruited more staff in order to man many parts of
the organization more effectively, while creating additional jobs.

Mr. Anastasios Thanos was promoted to
the position of Director of Procurement &
Transport.
Mr. Nikos Chronopoulos was appointed Project
Manager & Technical Project Supervision.
Mr. Vasilis Dimakis was appointed Head of
Procurement & Transport.
Mr. Nikos Giannotakis, after managing
the warehouses of the Sourpi factory was
promoted to the position of Logistics Manager.
Mr. Christos Tsoumanis was appointed Key
Account Development Technician.
Mr. Dimitris Fragkogiannis was promoted to
the position of Head of the Technical Support
Department.
Mr. Konstantinos Tsiompris was promoted to
the position of Head of the Quality Assurance
Department.
We congratulate all the above colleagues for
assuming their new duties and wish them
every success!

LOULIS
MILLS

21

30

KENFOOD

3

LOULIS MEL
Bulgaria

6

recruitments

recruitments

recruitments

recruitments
26 Men

4 Women

From October 2021 to February 2022, 21 recruitments were made at Loulis
Mills & 3 at KENFOOD, of which 15 at the Sourpi plant, 5 in Keratsini, 1 in
Mandra, 3 in Thebes and 6 in Bulgaria.
Department

Full Name

Quality Control at Sourpi

Mrs. Nikoleta Savvidou

Technical Support

Mr. Vesselin Kratsev

Sales of Central & Western Greece

Mr. Theodoros Kalogiannis

Sales of professional products
at KENFOOD Northern Greece
Marketing

Mr. Christos Branidis

Wheat Silo at Sourpi
Bagging
Production at Keratsini

Mr. Michalis Stylas
Mr. Konstantinos Thanopoulos
Mr. Panagiotis Dimas
Mr. Vasileios Panagiotou

Maintenance at Sourpi

Mr. Zisis Tsourelis
Mr. Anastasios Makris
Mr. Georgios Mountalas

Mrs. Eleni Vlachopoulou

Accounting

Mrs. Ednilda Kertsoukou

Data Processing
Warehouses of 2nd Materials,
Packaging Materials & sacks at Sourpi

Mr. Zacharias Tzifopoulos
Mr. Thomas Tzanis

General Duties at Sourpi

Mr. Angelos Karagiannis

Loading at Sourpi

Mr. Apostolos Evangelou
Mr. Nikolaos Tzivinikos
Mr. Nikolaos Makris
Mr. Charilaos Tsimos
Mr. Charalampos Karakatsounis
Mr. Giorgi Amanatidge

Warehouse at Mandra
Quality Assurance in Thebes

Mr. Dimitris Vasilakopoulos

Mixing in Thebes

Mr. Konstantinos Kalamiotis

Packaging at the Bulgaria Mill

Sales at the Bulgaria Mill

Mr. Todor Kolev
Mr. Deyan Chernev
Mr. Vasil Vasilev
Mr. Veselin Zaharinov

Quality Control at the Bulgaria Mill

Mrs. Mila Micheva

Mr. Ioannis Samaras
retired after a 20-year
successful career in
our company. All these
y e a r s , M r. G i a n n i s
has occupied the
position of Director
of Procurement and
Transport, one of the
most crucial positions in our company, and
has always managed to carry out his difficult
work with great success. Professionally, he
achieved his mission to the highest degree and
leaves the department much better off than
when he undertook it, having added value to
the organization all these years. But most of all
he distinguished himself on the human level,
as he demonstrated integrity and ethos and a
sterling character, while his approachable and
polite presence made him particularly loved
by everyone in the company's family. We are
sure that all who have worked with Mr. Giannis
can only make positive remarks about his
character and that he will be greatly missed
in their day-to-day lives. We thank him very
Our own people,
much and congratulate him for everything
he
ambassadors
of the Staff
has contributed to our company and wish
him to
Evaluation
Program.
enjoy the wonderful years that follow.

Human Resources Management Vision
“We create, we evolve, we take care of the
pioneering team”
- Volos -

Vangelis Telegkas

We wish all our new colleagues good luck in their new duties!

e.telegas@loulisgroup.com
2421094510 / 6932296000

"Because good is only rivaled by better”

New Year’s celebration event

Performance Appraisal
program

The event to celebrate the cutting of the cake for 2022 took place online,
aiming at protecting everyone from the danger of COVID-19. Gifts, surprises,
awards and much more were included in the cutting of the New Year’s cake.
We also had a surprise speaker. The President Mr. Nikos Loulis presented the
new name of the company “LOULIS Food Ingredients”, as well as the new
strategic goals and the course of our company.

The Performance Appraisal
Program was fully implemented for
the first time in 2021, throughout
the company, reaching up to the
st a g e of F i n a l Eva l u at i o n a n d
Target-Setting. The purpose of this
Program is to help us improve and
grow within our company in the best
possible way. Eleven colleagues
from different departments
and locations of our company
participated in the creation as well
as in the implementation of the
program.

At this year’s cake cutting we had the honor of being addressed by Antonis
Sykaris (the only Greek who had climbed 6 of the 14 of the earth's peaks over
8000 meters altitude, also known as the "grand slam" of mountaineering). He
talked to us about his achievements, his passion for mountaineering and the
courage required for very difficult goals.
Unfortunately, Antonis Sykaris passed away a few weeks ago on the mountain,
doing what he loved and what gave him life and strength.
At Loulis Food Ingredients, we will keep his passion and his memory alive in
every goal we set, because he had taught us not to abandon our dreams!

Our colleagues, in collaboration with
external consultants and the Human
Resources department, created the
Performance Appraisal Program,
adapted to our needs and received
the necessar y training. These
colleagues then, as "ambassadors",
of the evaluation program, were
at the disposal of all colleagues
of Loulis Food Ingredients for any
further clarification or information
needed for the smooth conduct of
its implementation in practice.

Retirements

Our own people,
ambassadors
of the Staff
Evaluation
Program.

Our own people,
ambassadors
of the Staff
Evaluation
Program.
Vangelis
Telegkas
- Volos -

e.telegas@loulisgroup.com
2421094510 / 6932296000

"Because good is only rivaled by better”

Our own people,
ambassadors
of the Staff
Evaluation
Program.

- Sourpi -

- Mandra, Sourpi -

- Volos -

Tasos Thanos

Lida Malikentzou

a.thanos@loulisgroup.com
2103473726 / 6944567131

l.malikentzou@loulisgroup.com
2421094545 / 6936137005

“Because it adds value
to our own people... You.”

“For an open communication environment
that aims to improve everyone”

- Sourpi - Mandra, Sourpi -

Giannis
Papathanasiou
Tasos Thanos
ipapath@yahoo.gr
a.thanos@loulisgroup.com
6937156809
2103473726 / 6944567131

“We
are evaluated,
improve,
“Because
it adds value
become
efficient”You.”
to our more
own people...

- Sourpi - - Thessaloniki

Mandra,
--Volos
- Sourpi Areti
Katsageorgiou
Tasos Thanos
Vangelis
Telegkas
a.katsageorgiou@loulisgroup.com

- Volos Giannis
Papathanasiou
Vangelis
Ziras
Lida Malikentzou
ipapath@yahoo.gr
v.ziras@loulisgroup.com

“Because it will help us improve
“Because
it adds
value
"Because
good
is only
by better”
both
as professionals
and rivaled
as people”
to our own people... You.”

6936137005
“We2421094545
are
improve,
“Aiming
to evaluated,
grow, /we
improve
through
“Forcommunication”
an open
environment
become
morecommunication
efficient”
active
that aims to improve everyone”

a.thanos@loulisgroup.com
e.telegas@loulisgroup.com
2422077212
/ 6951089750
2103473726//6932296000
6944567131
2421094510

- Sourpi - Sourpi -

6937156809
l.malikentzou@loulisgroup.com
2310754412
/ 6936788006

- Thessaloniki - Thebes -

Areti
Katsageorgiou
Giannis
Papathanasiou

Vangelis
Ziras
Dimitris Aretis

"Because good is only rivaled by better”

“Because
it will help us
improve
“We are evaluated,
improve,
both
as professionals
and as people”
become
more efficient”

“Aiming
grow,
we improveessential
throughfor the
“Respecttofor
the colleague,
active
propercommunication”
functioning of the organization”

-- Mandra,
Sourpi - Sourpi -

--Volos
Thessaloniki
-

- Volos -

Vangelis Telegkas
e.telegas@loulisgroup.com
2421094510 / 6932296000

Tasos
Thanos
Areti Katsageorgiou
a.thanos@loulisgroup.com
a.katsageorgiou@loulisgroup.com
2103473726
6944567131
2422077212 // 6951089750

a.katsageorgiou@loulisgroup.com
ipapath@yahoo.gr
2422077212 / 6951089750
6937156809

Lida
Malikentzou
Vangelis
Ziras
l.malikentzou@loulisgroup.com
v.ziras@loulisgroup.com
2421094545
6936137005
2310754412 // 6936788006

v.ziras@loulisgroup.com
poetic1972@gmail.com
2310754412 / 6936788006
2262082457

- Keratsini - Keratsini -

Christos Tsouianis
Vagia
Dagga
c.tsoumanis@loulisgroup.com
v.dagga@loulisgroup.com
6973777027
2104090172 / 6975901623

“Because
adds
value
“Because itit will
help
us improve
to
ourasown
people... You.”
both
professionals
and as people”

“For
an open
communication
environment
“Aiming
to grow,
we improve through
that
aims
to improve everyone”
active
communication”

“We communicate and improve
“Let’s
move
ahead... together!”
in order
to develop”

- Keratsini -

- Sourpi -

- Thebes -

Giannis Papathanasiou

Dimitris Aretis

ipapath@yahoo.gr
6937156809

poetic1972@gmail.com
2262082457

n.tamourantzis@loulisgroup.com
6951690604

“We are evaluated, improve,
become more efficient”

“Respect for the colleague, essential for the
proper functioning of the organization”

“In order to improve - develop, we evolve
individually and individually”

- Sourpi -

- Thessaloniki -

- Keratsini -

Areti Katsageorgiou

Vangelis Ziras

Christos Tsouianis

a.katsageorgiou@loulisgroup.com

v.ziras@loulisgroup.com

c.tsoumanis@loulisgroup.com

Nikos Tamourantzis

- Thebes - Volos -

Many colleagues were given awards for their long years of service in the
company:
• 7 colleagues completed 10 years of service
• 9 colleagues completed 15 years of service
• 9 colleagues completed 20 years of service
• 3 colleagues completed 25 years of service
• 1 colleague completed 30 years of service
• 1 colleague completed 35 years of service
Next, an award was given to our 5 pensioners, Mr. Nikolaos Voulgarelis
(32 years of work in the bagging department), Mr. Georgios Venetis
(25 years of work at the Kalochori branch), Mr. Zisis Berekos (20 years
of work in the Quality Control department), Mr. Thanasis Mamouras
(16 years of work in the General Duties department) and Mr. Giannis
Samaras (20 years of work in the Directorate of Supplies and Transport).
- Keratsini -

Vagia Dagga
v.dagga@loulisgroup.com
2104090172 / 6975901623

“Let’s move ahead... together!”

- Keratsini -

Dimitris
Aretis
Lida Malikentzou

- Keratsini
Nikos
Tamourantzis
Vagia Dagga
n.tamourantzis@loulisgroup.com

“Respect
the communication
colleague, essential
for the
“For anfor
open
environment
proper
functioning
of theeveryone”
organization”
that aims
to improve

“In order
to improve
- develop, we evolve
2104090172
/ 6975901623
individually
and
individually”
“Let’s move
ahead...
together!”

poetic1972@gmail.com
l.malikentzou@loulisgroup.com
2262082457
2421094545 / 6936137005

- Thebes- - Keratsini

Dimitris
Aretis
Christos
- Keratsini -Tsouianis
c.tsoumanis@loulisgroup.com
poetic1972@gmail.com
Vagia
Dagga
2262082457
6973777027

v.dagga@loulisgroup.com
“Respect
for the colleague,
essential for the
“We
communicate
and improve
2104090172 / 6975901623
propertofunctioning
in order
develop” of the organization”
“Let’s move ahead... together!”

- Keratsini - Keratsini -

Christos
Tsouianis
Nikos Tamourantzis
c.tsoumanis@loulisgroup.com

n.tamourantzis@loulisgroup.com
6973777027
6951690604

“We
communicate
improvewe evolve
“In order
to improveand
- develop,
in
order to develop”
individually
and individually”
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6951690604
v.dagga@loulisgroup.com

- Keratsini -

Nikos Tamourantzis
n.tamourantzis@loulisgroup.com
6951690604

“In order to improve - develop, we evolve
individually and individually”

Warm thanks to all of them, congratulations for everything they have
contributed to the company and best wishes for the years to come!

Finally, the evening ended with the draw of 26 gifts for lucky colleagues, in
which the following gifts were drawn:
• 15 gift vouchers
• 5 NESPRESSO coffee makers
• 5 MOULINEX bread makers
• 1 KENWOOD multi mixer
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Cross Functional Team
“embracive”
– Diversity Team
In our company, we want to embrace
and accept the uniqueness of each one
of us. We all have to realize that we all
differ on various levels, such as gender,
age, religion, sexual preferences, skin
color, national identity, education,
family st atus etc. A prerequisite
for having a psychologically healthy
working environment at Loulis Food
Ingredients is that none of us feels that
they are the target of special treatment
(be it negative or positive), that they
are being bullied or that they cannot be
themselves at work. The differences in
each of us are something particularly
beautiful and by embracing them we
can provide a psychologically healthy
work environment for all, which helps us
become both better human beings and
better professionals.

Women’s Day
Our world would mean nothing without women. With respect,
appreciation and love, Loulis Food Ingredients honored for yet
another year the value of Women in the company and celebrated
this Day with a special and symbolic gift offered to the 46
excellent colleagues!

Training
We make sure that our people learn and get better every
day. That's why we have created programs that enrich their
knowledge and develop their skills at every stage of their
careers. We systematically invest in the development of our
people, implementing targeted and personalized training
programs that improve both their technical and administrative
skills. Despite the difficult times we are going through, following
all health protocols, between October 2021 and February 2022,
we were able to carry out 17 seminars attended by more than 135
of our colleagues. Topics included administrative skills, health
and safety at work, financial & technical issues, labor legislation,
English language learning, international payment arrangements,
social media, safe driving and much more.

As we re co g n i ze d t h a t t h e re wa s
room for improvement, in order to
reach a truly fair and healthy working
environment, we created an interdepartmental group CFT “Embracive”
(Diversity Team). Through a series
o f a c t i o n s , t h i s g ro u p w i l l a i m a t
supporting the long-term effort we are
making to have an organization that is
fairer, that gives equal opportunities
to a l l , w i t h o u t d i s c r i m i n a t i o n , a n
organization in which we will all be
proud to have our children work.

Donation to the
Vocational Senior High
School of Almyros

CSR Hellas – sustainable business
models

At the request of the principal Mr.
G. Kapranas, the school teachers.
association and the parents’
a n d g u a rd i a n s’ a ss o c i at i o n of
the 1st Professional Senior High
School of Almyros, we proceeded
immediately to the delivery of
equipment in order to support the
pupils and young students of the
local community.

CSR HELLAS (Hellenic Network for Corporate Social Responsibility)
organized online on Wednesday, January 19, 2022, an event entitled
“Sustainable business models: Best practices for the disclosure
of corporate information, where a discussion took place between
business representatives and institutions on the value of quality
disclosures on sustainability issues, and in particular on what a
sustainable business model is and how it can be disclosed to the
stakeholders. The President of Loulis Food Ingredients, Mr. Nikos
Loulis, was among the speakers; he warmly thanked the Network for
its invitation to participate in the panel and said, among other things,
“It is necessary to better inform the entire business world in Greece
and especially the small and medium-sized enterprises on the ESG
criteria (environmental, social, governance) as many companies are
still unaware of their basic principles. I would like to congratulate CSR
Hellas, as by this online event it continues to actively communicate to
everyone the importance of ESG's in business and puts into practice
its mission: "The consolidation of the principles of sustainability and
responsible entrepreneurship."

Specifically, on Monday, February
28, 2022, representatives of the
company, Mr. Leonidas Kozanitis,
M a n a g e r o f o u r S o u r p i p l a nt ,
and Mrs Lida Malikentzou, CSR
Assistant , delivered to the school
a complete state-of-the-art
computer system with its software,
as well as a laser printer. Within the
context of corporate responsibility,
our company is steadily supporting
in the education of young people
and substantially contributes to
students’ acquisition of even more
specialized knowledge and skills.
The principal, Mr. Kapranas, said in
his thanking speech:
"Once again, this particular
enterprise, confirming that there are
sensitive entrepreneurs, who help
at every opportunity and in every
way our school and our children,
supports our effort to carry out
our work worthily, aiming at the
unhindered provision of knowledge
and the complete vocational training
of our students."

"We can" – 2021 contribution
Committed to the slogan “no food portion wasted”,
we continued our cooperation with the non-profit
organization “BOROUME” (WE CAN), an organization
aiming at reducing food waste and combating malnutrition
throughout Greece, which acts as a link between food
donors and recipients in need. Thanks to our offering
and substantial contribution to their work, despite the
particularly adverse conditions, in 2021, through the
cooperation and support of “Boroume”, millions of food
portions were saved and hundreds of public benefit purpose entities
were supported throughout Greece.
Based on the data and the calculation method of Boroume, i.e. 750
calories are equivalent to 1 serving of food, the total food we offered
in 2021 corresponds to: 145,900 servings of food. These are practices
that greatly benefit the environment, the economy, our fellow man
and our society.
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Loulis Food Ingredients
stands by its fellow human
beings in 2021

Participation in the ASE
in the ESG's index
We feel particularly proud that
we were selected to participated
in the 14 companies that entered
in the Athex ESG Athens Stock
Exchange index in 2021, with the
total now reaching 49. It is noted
that the index includes the listed
companies with good performance
in environmental, social and
corporate governance issues and
the target is for the General Index
of the Greek Stock Exchange to
become an ESG index.

With a sense of responsibility towards our fellow men, we
continued to offer our support throughout 2021, even though it
was a special year due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
In particular, we have supported more than 180 bodies by
providing more than 90 tons of flour to feed people in need,
with an emphasis on the nutritional children. We have also
supported actions aimed at
p reve nt i n g fo o d wa ste
and in cooperation with
entities active in tackling
this phenomenon, from
the point of view of its
significant impact on the
e nv i ro n m e nt . We h ave
managed and responsibly
d i s t r i b u te d 2 2 to n s o f
products of the company
with a shorter shelf life,
successfully preventing
their dumping, thus
benefiting the environment,
the economy, our fellow
man and our society.

It is a great recognition for us
a t L o u l i s M i l l s . We k n ow t h a t
sustainability is an ongoing journey
and our corporate responsibility
b u s i n e ss st ra te g y fo c u s e s o n
sustainable development.

CHEP Sustainability
Certificate 2021
We r e s p e c t a n d l o v e t h e
environment we live in! We adopt
a specific Environmental Policy
and apply practices that ensure
the best environmental protection
and management of environmental
impact. Proof of our contribution
to protecting the environment is
Chep's sustainability certificate,
which we have just received for
2021.

Mrs. Olga Manou, Director
of Communication and
Corporate Responsibility
stated: “For yet another year we stand by our fellow human
beings who are going through difficult times, offering them
free flour, a necessity of nutrition. Faithful to our vision of
creating value in human nutrition, we continued to contribute
to initiatives that promote local communities and contribute
to their development, aiming at the continuous upgrading of
its connection to them, through creative dialogue, in order to
put into full use collaborations, which lead to much more visible
results than simply meeting social needs”.

2021

Sustainability Certificate

Donation to DESMOS
For the 8th consecutive year, Loulis Food Ingredients supports
socially responsible initiatives. This year we donated the amount
corresponding to the Christmas 2021 business gifts to the NonProfit Foundation DESMOS to address social challenges in
Greece.

Through the utilization of the services by CHEP Greece we certify the contribution of

LOULIS MILLS SA

to the protection of the environment and to promoting a sustainable supply chain model.
Together, in 2021 we achieved:

+ Saving forest resources

33.155 dm³
+ 32 trees

+ reduction of emissions by

38.950 kg

+ 35,571 kilometers by truck

+ Reduction of waste by

3.190 kg

+ 2,452 waste per person/day

Alejandro Tostado Loizaga

Panagiotis Strantzalis

Senior Director, Sustainability
CHEP Europe

Country General Manager
CHEP Greece

Calculations were made on the basis of multiple independent Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) in accordance with ISO 14044, on the Euro pallet
and CHEP half pallet versus the equivalent of white wood pallets. CHEP wood is derived from 100% sustainable forests certified by the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) and the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).
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Donation
of a modern
wheelchair
Our response was immediate to
the request of the Bakers' Union of
Thessaloniki, to help a colleague of
theirs, Anastasios Graikos, a baker
from Amyntaio, Florina. Tasos has
serious mobility problems and
expressed his desire to purchase an
electric wheelchair that will help him
move. The Association of Bakers of
Thessaloniki assumed the role of
“piggy bank” and we contributed to
this effort, enabling Tasos to move
around and believe that in this
difficult moment of his life, he is not
alone.
Moved and very happy, with the
acquisition of a modern wheelchair,
Tasos in an interview with ERT Florina
said "it all started with my wish
posted on social media to acquire
a wheelchair that would facilitate
my life and my movement outside
the boundaries of my home, out
into the city. So a fund raising effort
started by friends for me to acquire
this wheelchair." The prayers of
Tasos, however, apart from ordinary
citizens and friends, were also heard
by the Hellenic Federation of Bakers,
the Bakers’ Union of the Prefecture
of Piraeus, The Bakers' Association
of Thessaloniki, Prophet Elias, the
company Loulis Mills who helped to
realize, as he said, this dream that he
had wanted to fulfill for years.

Humanitarian aid to the Ukraine
Remaining ever faithful to our commitment to being useful and benefiting the
wider community, we stand in solidarity with the people affected by the war in the
Ukraine. Loulis Food Ingredients, in consultation with the Embassy of the Ukraine in
Greece, supported the national humanitarian aid mission to those affected by the
war, providing 20 tons of all-purpose flour, which were loaded on Thursday, March
17, 2022, destined for the Ukraine.
The response of our company's co-workers was also great, as they gathered various
items for our Ukrainian fellow people. Specifically, 2 pallets of necessities have
already been sent to Poland and then, through humanitarian aid channels, were
forwarded to the Ukraine. Guided by its non-negotiable values of supporting
vulnerable social groups, Loulis Food Ingredients immediately responded to the
appeal of the Embassy of Ukraine.
Mrs. Olga Manou, Director of Communication & Corporate Responsibility at the
delivery of the material, noted among other things that “human support and
solidarity should never cease to exist, at a time that is difficult for us all and is becoming
even more difficult due to the war. That is why we should be close to the people of the
Ukraine and support the innocent civilians in any way each of us can."

New pizza flours
Italian art and elegance
in your hands!
✓ Ideal for

slow maturation
up to 120 hours

✓ Suitable for
baking at high
temperatures

✓ High water
absorption

Always with the quality and signature of Loulis Mills!

